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1.    What are we communicating? What is the assignment?
We are creating a campaign for Converse sneakers. Trying to communicate a mes-
sage to a specific target audience, which entices consumers to purchase Converse
2.    Who are we talking to?
Young adults 15-25
3.    What’s the problem and opportunity? (“how might we” statements)
How might we make Converse feel like dancing?
·      Problem: long workdays or school days; stressful, tired life; need some fun at the 
end (dancing)
·      Opportunity: Youth dances a lot, trying to learn new styles
·      How might we make Converse feel like a musical lifestyle?
·      Problem: People need a way to express themselves with voices/instruments
·      Opportunity: They want a simple and easy shoe that’s comfortable when they are 
playing music
How might we make converse feel sexy?
·      Problem: With all the stress from student loans, people don’t have money to 
spend on different sneakers for different things.
·      Opportunity: they want a shoe that is sexy and comfortable
4.    What should our communication do? How will it do this?
Our communication should make our target audience identify with our ad and 
therefore make them want to purchase a pair of Converse
5.    What is the strategic idea?
To showcase Converse in a light that has never been shown by stepping out of the 
normal comfort zone and showing Converse as a lifestyle.
6.    How will we support this idea?
We will support this idea by making the people in our ad youthful and easy to iden-
tify with
7.    What are the mandatories, the must-dos?
Find energetic youth for the ads, and some cool pairs of Converse
8.    What are the creative considerations?
Where are we going to photograph the ad, and who is going to be in it
9.    What are the deliverables? Where will the messages run?
YouTube ads, magazine ads, billboards, transit ads
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Converse In-Person Questionnaire

Why do you wear sneakers?

Because they are better to run in and easier to walk in. I feel like I can be more athletic with them on.

Because they are relatively easy to slip on and they are comfortable. They are easy to run in. They protect my feet.

When do you wear sneakers?

When I want to exercise or when it’s a beautiful day out and I want to go for a walk.

Everyday and when im dancing. When I’m performing music. When I’m exercising. Basically every second that 
I’m not in my room im wearing sneakers.

What do you like in a sneaker?

I like thick soles because I have one. I like when they are flexible and when they don’t put too much pressure on 
my cankles.

Comfort. The flatness of the bottom of the shoe with a cool pattern, but I don’t like deep ridges in my sneakers. I 
like flat sneakers. Long enough lases.

What is your style?

OG like Dr. Dre.

Clean yet not that clean.

Do you think sneakers are for all ages?

Yes.

Ya.

What are your hobbies?

Writing poetry. Video games.

Making music and playing video games.

What’s the best place for an advertisement?

Television.

Celebrity endorsements. What makes you purchase a product?



What makes a brand cool?

Sex appeal.

The fact that the brand isn’t even seen as a brand but more as a lifestyle. Like Google. Also sexual appeal.

How much money are you willing to spend on shoes?

I wouldn’t spend higher than 60 bucks.

50-70 dollars.

What do you think of when you think of a versatile shoe?

Jordan or Timberland.

Nike.

How do you feel when you wear converse?

I feel like “the shit” when I wear them. (positive)

You feel cool but also vulnerable. I can’t wear them when its shitty weather because my feet chaff.

What are the best times you’ve had while wearing converse?

Basketball in converse was really fun because I was able to move quicker with my feet knowing that my feet were 
flat.

Playing a show for 400 people and we were all dancing and had a great time.

What’s your favorite color of converse?

Black and white. I think the originals are the OGs.

I had a cool pair that was orange and brown. Like a brownish grey color



Why do you wear sneakers?
-They’re comfortable, to work out
-To go to the gym, they’re comfortable
When do you where sneakers?
-When I go to the gym
-To go the gym, to go to class and in school
What do you like in a sneaker?
-Cool style, looks good, but also comfortable
-Bright colors
What is your style?
-Plain and simple sneakers, like Keds and Converse
-Casual, comfortable
What are your hobbies?
-Blogging, cooking, doing nails
-Knitting, going for hikes
What’s the best place for an advertisement?
-Billboard or near a bus stop (OOH)
-Billboards or magazines
What makes you purchase a product?
-If there’s a lot of color and if it goes with my style
-If it’s pretty and cheap
What makes a brand cool?
-Something unique or trending
-If it looks good
What do you think of when you think of a versatile shoe?
-Something that I can dress up to go out with and also that I can wear when I’m just being lazy. For any occasion
-One that you can wear anywhere
What could make converse versatile?
-You can change the laces, plain or sparkly, it would be cool if you could change the front part to a new color or 
design
-They could be more comfortable, so you can wear them for more activities (running)
How do you feel when you wear converse?
-Cool, “In”, feel trending but also vintage
-Like I can go places, like I can walk
What are the best times you’ve had when you were wearing converse?
-Going to an amusement park
-I had a good time the first day I wore my clear converse because everyone could see my socks
What’s your favorite color of converse?
-Classic black
-Purple
What would make you think converse are sexy?
-Male strippers wearing just underwear and converse, chippendale dudes
-Nothing, Converse aren’t sexy
How is converse related to your lifestyle?
-Need that one shoe that goes with everything, in most weather, so easy to just slip on and go and I’ll be comfort-
able and still stylish.
-They’re easy and go with a lot of outfits. 



How Might We Make A Converse That Feels Sexy.

* Do a fancy converse ad

* Sparkly or converse with studs in them

* Diamonds

* Picture of someone wearing nothing but converse

* Sexy women

* Sexy men

* Sexy couples

* Someone dancing sexy with converse on (Spanish dancing, possibly salsa)

* A night in the City where someone’s wearing converse

* Guy or Girl covering their private areas with converse

* Converse paired with nice luxury cars

* Converse near gold or a pile of jewelry

* Girl wearing nothing but converse and covering body with skateboard

* Girl/Boy naked with guitar wearing nothing but converse

* Women with red lipstick chewing sexily on converse lace with a kiss mark on the white part of the converse

* Girl’s feet over guy’s chest wearing converse. He looks enticed.

* Girl sitting in a luxury car dressed very nice wearing converse

* Sexy girl doing tricks on skateboard wearing converse

* Girl squatting wearing nothing but converse

* Someone is an outsider in high school until he puts on converse and everyone likes him



How Might We Make A Converse That Feels Versatile?

* Go through day in a life of all different races of people wearing converse and doing different activities

* Making pictures with converse

* Go through day in a gymnast, hiker, runners life wearing converse

* Show all the different styles of converse in different environments

* You can never have enough converse

* Extreme situations

* Someone on the run wearing converse

How Might We Make A Converse That Feels Like Dancing

* Worn out shoes from dancing

* A dancer doing a really flexible pose with converse on

* Flash mob where people are dancing and wearing converse

* City scene where people and city are all in black in white and the converse when they dance are colorful

* Spanish dancing wearing converse

* Beat boxers and break dancers wearing converse and doing tricks

* Someone opens a pair of fresh converse and goes out on the town dancing

* Slow dancing with converse

* Show a scenario where someone just got engaged or something really happy happens to them and they dance 
wearing converse



How Might We Make A Converse That Feels Like A Musical Lifestyle.

* Someone playing guitar-wearing converse. You would not see the persons face, just the guitar and them wear-
ing converse.

* Dark room, worn out colors, but converse is highlighted

* Converse are old and worn

* People dancing wearing converse. Just see the feet

* Someone with headphones in walking or sitting down and thinking wearing converse

* Keys of a piano become converse

* Someone standing on a dark stage with spotlight on them wearing converse (singing into microphone)

* Drummer wearing converse

* Clips of the entire band playing and they all wear converse

* Someone playing the saxophone wearing converse and dressed nicely

* Someone playing electric guitar wearing converse (possibly no shirt)

* Someone’s foot on a pedal wearing converse

* Converse with music notes on them

* Someone writing music wearing converse

* Someone is having trouble writing music so they leave their room and put on converse and go out dancing and 
then come back and write a song

* Someone playing ukulele on the grass with converse and friends

* People at a festival with friends wearing converse

* Bar scene where someone is playing live music and someone jumps on stage wearing converse

* Someone is nervous and chokes on stage then someone brings converse onstage and says sorry im late and then 
they play



1) Brand

a. Converse

2) Wildcard

a. Times Square flash mob dance

3) What part are you excited about? Why?

a. Finalizing the silouette

4) What decisions are you in the process of making?

a. What to write for the copy. We’re deciding on different slogans.

5) What are you struggling with? Be specific

a. Finding converse that match the angles that people are wearing them in

b. Extending the space and fixing composition with our ads



Class Critique: Corey Torres & Leah Sachs

Dancing Ad:

* Adding a burst of color to the bottom

* Could look good if background was one color

* Really liked the idea

* Really liked the black and white

* Simplistic look gets the message across

Wildcard Ad:

* Looked really cool

* Looked realistic

* Couldn’t even tell that it was photoshopped

Dancing Ad:

* Liked the simplicity

* Like how the black matches the other dancing ad

* For putting the logo on, one idea could be to put the converse logo in the back

* Writing could be in blue

* Everything could be blue and the converse can be black, but the background could be bright with the logo in 
the back

* We could add the logo to his pants or on the microphone

Feedback:

Mic stand isn’t reading well

Composition isn’t good

Should be more in or overall off the page

Black and white the flash mob background

Make the flash mob people pop

Functions like live trace in illustrator will help select the black and turn them into shapes


